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	This book is about XML and, specifically, Adobe® FrameMaker® 7.x. If

	you are working with a later version of FrameMaker, some procedures

	or settings shown in this text may need to be adjusted. This book was

	also written and edited using FrameMaker 7.0 and 7.1.





	XML is a technology buzzword and a format that definitely offers

	opportunities. Companies that are generating content for publishing,

	enterprise systems, catalogs, or the Web are looking for a way to make

	the content more reusable. Some companies are also interested in

	ways to get their information out in multiple formats to their clients.

	Adobe noticed this interest and has been modifying their Adobe

	FrameMaker software since 1998 to become a “multichannel publishing

	solution.” With FrameMaker 7.0, Adobe implemented roundtrip

	XML and opened a new door for enterprise information management.

	Not only can users Open and Save As XML, but an additional

	XML-creation tool called Quadralay® WebWorks® Publisher Standard

	Edition is included in every FrameMaker 7.x installation to allow easy

	XML/XSL creation.





	FrameMaker 7.x’s round-trip XML capability means that, in

	addition to the technical publishing groups that have been using

	FrameMaker for years, XML producers and information managers can

	now also use this tool. Fitting nicely into an enterprise workflow,

	FrameMaker 7.x allows users to bring in their raw XML to create documents,

	cell phone output (WML), PDA-friendly output (lit), PDF, and

	HTML. It also permits extraction of XML, allowing users to make

	changes and then ship the XML back to the database—or folder—from

	whence it came.
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Software by Numbers: Low-Risk, High-Return DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2003
Ultimately, software development is about creating value-yet, all too often, applications fail to deliver the business value customers need. This book will help you change that, by linking software development directly to value creation. You'll learn how to identify which features add value and which don't-and refocus on...
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Developing an Online Curriculum: Technologies and TechniquesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
The information in the following chapters has been designed for university
or college teachers who are or will become involved with online
education. The emphasis is on teachers, because they are working in the
front lines of online education. You throughout the text refers to teachers.
However, administrators, course designers,...
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Instant Varnish Cache How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Hands-on recipes to improve your website's load speed and overall user experience with Varnish Cache


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Connect and health-check application servers with Varnish Cache.
	...
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Automatic Control with Experiments (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2018

	
		This textbook presents theory and practice in the context of automatic control education. It presents the relevant theory in the first eight chapters,

	
		applying them later on to the control of several real plants. Each plant is studied following a uniform procedure: a) the plant’s function

	
		is...
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The Unofficial LEGO Builder's Guide (Now in Color!)No Starch Press, 2012

	
	
		LEGO bricks have been engaging builders young and
	
		old for decades. There are a number of ways to connect
	
		LEGO bricks, and millions of different things
	
		can be created with them. For many builders, the possibilities
	
		can be overwhelming. The question is often
	
		the same: “How do I get started?”...
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Malicious Attack Propagation and Source Identification (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2018

	
		This book covers and makes four major contributions:

	
		1) analyzing and surveying the pros and cons of current approaches for identifying rumor sources on complex networks;

	
		2) proposing a novel approach to identify rumor sources in time-varying networks;

	
		3) developing a fast approach to identify...
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